Did you know that Lamoine was once a well-known herring fishing port? Yes, schooners from Lamoine caught loads of herring out in the Atlantic and brought them back to be salted, dried, and canned as sardines.

WE’RE INVITING YOU TO SHOW OFF A LAMOINE SARDINE !!

MAKE A SARDINE from anything handy. Paint it, decorate it, spiff it up to show it off to your neighbors! Then put it in a window, in a tree, in the front yard to SHOW YOUR PRIDE IN LAMOINE AND ITS HISTORY! Send a PHOTO of you and your sardine to Lamoine150@gmail.com.

THEN TOUR AROUND town to enjoy all the sardines swimming around our great community!

Around May 15, the Lamoine 150! Committee will put together a video SARDINE TOUR to share with us all!

Stay Well. Keep Safe Distances. Eat Sardines!